PLAN - MODIFIED BP-1 OR BP-3

STEEL TUBE RAILING NOT SHOWN

ELEVATION - MODIFIED BP-1 OR BP-3

SEE NOTE 1
REINFORCING STEEL NOT SHOWN

NOTES:

1. FOR BRIDGE SIDEWALK RAILING WITH VANDAL PROTECTION FENCE AS SHOWN IN STD.
   BRIDGE DMG, VPF-100, MODIFIED BP-1 OR BP-3 SHALL BE UTILIZED INSTEAD OF
   BP-1 OR BP-3 IN ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE PLACEMENT OF VANDAL PROTECTION FENCE
   POSTS AND POST SLEEVES. FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS AND NOTES ON VANDAL
   PROTECTION FENCE, SEE STD. BRIDGE DMG, VPF-100.

2. FOR DEFLECTION JOINT DETAILS AND GENERAL NOTES, SEE SHEET 100.
3. FABRICATE POST SLEEVE AND ATTACH TO BASE PLATE AS SHOWN ON STD. BRIDGE
   DMG, VPF-100, SHEET 100.

LEGEND:

DIA. = DIAMETER
HSS = HOLLOW STRUCTURAL SECTION
R = RADIUS